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General Information

Shaping Our Future:

Region at a Crossroads:
• Rapid & decentralized growth

• Significant land available for development

• Increasing competition for economic investments

A study of growth and development alternatives for the Upstate Region.  The analysis will 
include a comprehensive assessment of current policies, market forces and development 
preferences (the “trend” growth scenario) and illustrate how continued growth under the trend 
scenario might influence the cost of government, shape infrastructure, support/limit economic 
development initiatives, or impact the environment. 

The study will also generate information regarding the trade-offs associated with three 
competing growth scenarios — especially in terms of land consumption, revenue generation, 
cost of services, economic development and quality-of-life.  Case studies will supplement the 
region-wide scenario planning analysis and offer insights on a variety of topics important to 
future growth and development decision-making in the Upstate Region.

• Regional vs. local interests

• Capacity running out for existing infrastructure

• Potential funding shortfalls to meet future needs
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What is Represented in the Study Area?

• One Region (5,997 sq. mi.)

• Counties (10)

• Cities & Towns (62)

• Council of Governments (3)

• Metropolitan Planning 
Organizations (3)

• Utility Service Providers

• Colleges & Universities

• Business & Development Interests

• Regional Advocacy Groups

• Other Special Interests

• Residents (1,426,625) #

# = US Census Bureau, American Community Survey, One Year Estimates, 2015



Continue to Prepare for Growth

How big do 
we want to 
be?

Are we proud of 
where we live?

Where do we want to grow?

Are we growing 
sustainably?

Can we pay for 
growth?What interests do we 

share as a region?



Scenario Planning Initiative

Scenario planning will be used to explore alternative growth scenarios for 
the region, measure their impacts, and evaluate the trade-offs.  Information 
from the scenario planning process will help prepare the Upstate for 
important decisions and actions that lie ahead, especially in terms of a 
response to continued growth pressures, preferred development patterns, 
and future investments throughout the region . 

What is the Big Idea?

End Game:
• New region-wide data sets

• A spotlight on growth & its impacts

• Greater collaboration in the region

• Continued discussion about preferred growth principles

• Information & applications for more informed decision-
making in follow-up plans & studies

• Scenario planning tools available for other studies





Alternative Growth Scenarios

Trend Growth Scenario

Corridor Growth 
Scenario

Compact 
Growth Scenario

Rural Village 
Growth Scenario



Shaping Our Future
Focus Groups



Target Groups for Shaping Our Future

Regional Thought Leaders:
Our conversation with thought leaders will be used to discuss broad growth challenges or 
opportunities facing the region over the next several decades.  The group will identify big 
ideas related to quality-of-life topics, which will be shared with the Shaping Our Future 
Consortium, project steering committee, technical advisory committee, etc. for identifying 
major planning themes and case study topics or locations to explore during the project. 

Business & Development Interests:
Conversations with business and development interests will be used to gauge the influence 
of market conditions and business site selection criteria for making one area, or one type 
and style of development, more attractive to grow and develop compared to others in the 
Upstate Region.  The group will also discuss incentives or obstacles in place for business 
retention and recruitment, and for promoting various development types, locations, 
patterns or intensities in the future. 

Utility Service Providers:
Our conversation with utility service providers will capture the influence and impact of 
available infrastructure for making one area, or one type and style of development, more 
attractive to grow and develop compared to others in the Upstate Region.  The group will also 
be asked to identify general service areas in the region (especially for water and sewer utilities) 
and challenges associated with serving specific new development types, locations, patterns 
or intensities in the future. 



Our Assignment
Commercial Development & Business 

Creation Expansion & Retention



What Drives & Constrains Growth in the Region?

Land Suitability Analysis:

• Why does one area of the region 
develop before others?

• What site selection factors does a 
developer consider when making a 
decision about where to build in 
the region?

• How are site selection factors for a 
developer prioritized in the Upstate 
Region?

• Where are the next hot spots for 
growth in the region thinking out to 
2040?



Current Markets & Emerging Trends

1. What type of Homes are prominent in 
the region today?

2. What are our targets for moving 
forward (home choices & price Points)?

3. Where are existing trends taking us?  
More Single-Use or Mixed-Use 
Development?



What Drives & Constrains Growth in the Region?



Where do you primarily work?
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1 – Oconee County

2 – Pickens County

3 – Greenville County

4 – Spartanburg County

5 – Cherokee County

6 – Anderson County

7 – Laurens County

8 – Union County

9 – Abbeville County

10 – Greenwood County

11 – The Entire Region

What Drives & Constrains Growth in the Region?



Hot Spots to Grow in the Region

• Where will growth concentrate 
in the future (through 2040)?

• What type of development do 
you anticipate in these areas?

• What primary factors are driving 
this growth or development 
pattern in this location?




